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UK Our skills are
your advantages.

EXPERIENCE:
since 38 years specialized
in small size chains.

LEADERSHIP: main Italian
manufacturer of welded
chain from Ø 1,30 up to
Ø 3,90 mm with 35.000
meter capacity per day.

QUALITY: dimensions
and tolerances declared
and respected.

RELIABILITY:
100 % Made in Italy. 

QUICKNESS:
standard products always
on stock.

CUSTOMIZATION:
possibility to customize
products and components
for diverse uses.

FLEXIBILITY: supplies
of small quantities. 
 
QUALITY SYSTEM:
UNI-EN-ISO 9001.



It’s not just a chain…
it’s the chain for you!

Starting from your needs we offer the best
solutions, thanks to an inside-developed
technology and a flexible as well as high
capacity productive process.

Our ISO 9001 quality system’s first aim is
to satisfy you by:
- guaranteeing the respect of dimensions and
 tolerances stated in the catalog, and assuring   
 an equal quality from the first to the last link
 of the chain;
- respecting the agreed delivery times;
- establishing a strong partnership going behind   
 the standard customer-supplier relationship,
 for a mutual growth.

Our internal organization, very flexible and
punctual, is able to:
- satisfy all kind of orders, from large quantities
 to a few hundred meters of chain;
- to customize products with various packaging
 and finishing, depending on needs and fields
 of use;
- to supply chain cuts to the desired length, even   
 assembled with other items or small parts.

Certainly, that’s easy to say… but also easy
to demonstrate... let’s try to contact us!
No matter whether you are manufacturers,
distributors or end users, you are always welcome!
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CHAIN IN BUNDLE GALVANIZED CHAIN IN BOXES

CUSTOMIZATION

CHAIN NICKEL-PLATED IN BOXES

SINGLE LINKS

CHAIN IN SPOOL

FINISHINGS TWISTED CHAIN-WELDED


